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Hi, I'm Ahren Brunow and I'm a Product Manager at Equinix. In this video I'm going to introduce you
to the maintenance scripts feature that will be included in the IBX SmartView 2020.1. This feature
provides access to maintenance scripts that are used to guide maintenance on critical infrastructure.
So, using the sidebar navigation we can land here on the maintenance scripts page so here you're
seeing a listing of all the maintenance scripts for IBXs which you are located in. Again, you'll only see
maintenance scripts for the IBXs in which you have an IBX SmartView subscription. The data grid
here is sorted by default on IBX and the maintenance script column here lists the name for the script.
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If you are looking for a particular asset you can apply a keyword filter to narrow down on the
scripts. For example, if you're looking for scripts related to UPSs you can type in UPS here and
then all of a sudden you are now seeing all of the scripts for UPSs. Additionally, if you're actually
looking for a specific data center say CH3 Chicago 3 you can go ahead and apply that filter and
now you're seeing all of the scripts for UPSs for Chicago 3.

So, let's go ahead and open up a script. So, clicking on any row in the grid opens up this drawer
and so here you're seeing a summary of the information about this script so Region, Country,
Metro as well as the IBX itself. Here you have the name of the script. All right so now you're
looking at a maintenance script and so maintenance scripts are documents that our internal site
teams use to guide maintenance on assets when they're performing that within the data center.
So for most of the scripts that you'll find on IBX SmartView we're providing the following
sections; scope of work overview, what exactly will be done in the scope of this maintenance
script, any pre work that needs to be done to prepare the maintenance event, any risk mitigation
contingencies to avoid any potential outages to our customers, and then the script itself.
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So here we're listing the actual steps that will be performed by the team performing the
maintenance. In some cases, you might find that scripts are available in Excel or as a PDF with a
slightly different format and our team is working to standardize how script information is
presented and, in the future, we'll be enhancing this to better serve you. You can download a
script using either the download icon here or you can print it right from the drawer. Additionally,
if you go back to the grid you can download each script at the row level, or you can select up to
15 scripts and then you can download them in bulk.

That concludes the demonstration of maintenance scripts. We look forward to hearing any
feedback you have, and we hope you enjoy these new features thank you.
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